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In the paper it emphasizes the importance of inheritance of colour variation and of 
breeding problems, important traits affecting the price of the production fur traits. 
It is therefore an attempt to highlight those aspects which can make an impact on 
the improvement in Karakul pelt production. From an economic point of view, it 
has been shown by various authors that within different colours, the pelt price is 
predominantly determined by curl type, pattern score, hair quality score and hair 
length traits. Traits such as pelt thickness and hair thickness are also correlated to 
the price, though their contributions are minimal. It was furthermore indicated that 
the relative weight for pattern score becomes less important and for hair quality 
score it becomes more important with a decrease in curl development. Properties 
such as colour intensity become more important in the coloured pelts. 
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From an economic point of view, it has been shown by various authors that 

within different colours, the pelt price is predominantly determined by curl type, 
pattern score, hair quality score and hair length traits. Some of the results are 
presented in Table 1. Traits such as pelt thickness and hair thickness are also 
correlated to the price, though their contributions are minimal. It was furthermore 
indicated that the relative weight for pattern score becomes less important and for 
hair quality score it becomes more important with a decrease in curl development. 
Properties such as colour intensity and colour tinting become more important in 
the coloured pelts. 

Curl type 
Curl type refers to the degree of curl development which varies from a 

smooth type to a curly type and is determined by the degree of circling of the 
fibres. A higher degree of development is negatively associated with pelt price. 
(Nel, 1966; Schoeman, 1968; Schoeman & Net, 1969; Van Niekerk, 1972). 

Fully developed curls were inherent to Karakul pelts. However, since 
early years it has been difficult to breed pipe curl types of good quality. When 
mated together, there was a tendency for this type of pelt to develop curls 
which became too small and accordingly caused  deterioration in hair quality. 
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Table 1 
Relative economic importance of various fur traits (standard partial regression 

coefficients) expressed as percentage contributed 
 

  Authors
Trait *Nel 

(1966) 
*Schoeman & 
Nel (1969) 

*Van Niekerk 
(1972) 

Curl type -14.5 -11.8 -12.6 
Pattern score 28.6 35.3 39.5
Hair quality 16.4 19.0 21.0 
Hair length -11.3 -10.2 -15.6 
Pelt thickness  -5.2 -5.5 

 
Pattern score 
Pattern score, assigned to Karakul lambs by breeders, gives expression to 

the attractiveness of the pelt which in turn is the result of a complicated 
interaction between several pattern-forming characteristics, which contribute 
either positively or negatively to pattern score. They are in turn affected by 
properties of the skin and follicles. (Nei, 1950; Hugo, 1982; Dreyer, et al., 1983). 

Hair quality 
The quality of hair in the Karakul fur greatly influences the durability of 

the pelt garment. It also influences the appearance thereof. Hair quality scores, as 
assigned by the breeders, are determined by the texture and lustre of the 
individual fibres. Both are also affected by the thickness of the fibres. In the mid 
seventies problems were experienced with fibre losses and reduce durability of 
garments. Colour intensity and especially tinting, which may be either golden or 
silver, are preferred. In grey Karakul, colour intensity is equally important. Is 
demonstrated the importance of manipulating matings to ensure an intermediate 
colour which favours both pattern as well as hair quality. (Campbell & Russell, 
1975; Russell, 1979). 

Heritability 
Heritability was estimated for a variety of pelt traits by various authors 

using different statistical methods. A summary of the estimates for the 
important traits in Karakul lambs is given in Table 2 

Estimates for individual traits are characterised by a high degree of 
inconsistency. These individual estimates are a characteristic of the population in 
which they were estimated and they may change over time owing to selection and 
management decisions. They may in some cases be biased and thus either under or 
overestimated. Standard errors for individual estimates varied considerably and were in 
some cases not even reported. Standard errors are therefore ignored. No attempt is 
made to eliminate individual estimates on grounds of bias and inaccuracy. The mean 
values are not weighted means and do not take the number of observations (or number 
of sires) per estimate into consideration. 
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Table 2 
Summary of heritability estimates for important fur traits in Karakul lambs, 

published by various authors* 
 

Trait   
Curl type 0.44 
Curl size 0.25
Hair length 0.34 
Pattern score 0.21 
Hair quality 0.31 
Lustre 0.29 
Texture 0.22 
Pelt thickness 0.28 
Hair thickness 0.41 

 

* Yao, et at. (1953), Malan (1959), Nel (1966), Feddersen (1968), Van Niekerk et at. (1968), Van Niekerk 
(1972), Botma (1981), Greeff et at. (1991a), Schoeman & Albertyn (1992). 

 

The low heritabilities in some studies may, despite inaccuracy owing to 
insufficient numbers, also be related to the result of inaccuracy of subjective score 
allocation. The estimations of heritability depend on the number of classes, on the 
granted tally, etc. The proposed method for the calculus of heritability of the qualitative 
characters is specific for these characters and eliminates the mentioned deficiencies. It 
gives much more consistent results, more reproducible, even if the evaluations are 
subjective. We consider a selection of volume n, whose elements are classified 
according to two characters, and each individual could be described as belonging to 
one of the categories: 

 

A1, A2, ...........................................................At 
in proportion with character A and simultaneous to one of the categories: 
 

B1, B2, ...........................................................Bk 
in proportion with character B  
 

 Consider pij the probability that an ovine to have the characters Ai and Bj 
and consider nij the number of ovine from selection belonging to characters Ai , Bj.  

Table 3 

B 
A 

B1 B2 Bj Bk  

A1 n11 n12 n1j n1k  
      

Ai ni1 ni2 nij nik ni 
      

At nt1 nt2 ntj ntk  

   nj   
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If we note: 

Equation 1   
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We can calculate the values mij in the hypothesis of interdependence between 
characters A and B : 

Equation 4    N
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We can calculate the sum: 

Equation 5    
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With this sum we can calculate the coefficient of contingency C: 

Equation 6   S

NS
C




 

Coefficient C offers some information about the interaction between the 
characters A and B, but it has the disadvantage that it depends on the number of 
groups of the two characters and does not take values between 0 and 1. The 
coefficient of contingency T (Ciuprov coefficient) meets the interdependence 
condition between the number of groups and it takes values between 0 and 1. It is 
calculated in this manner: 

Equation 7   
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 The role of T coefficient can be considered as being the correction for the 
number of groups 0. It allows us to compare coefficients of contingency with 
different number of groups.  

The calculus of the heritability coefficient  
The heritability coefficient represents the regression of the performance of 

sons to the parental performance. The regression coefficient ba,b signifies the 
growth of A to growth of size B with one unit. For the qualitative characters, the 
relation between the coefficients of regression and the coefficients of correlation is: 
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Equation 8    baabab bbr 
 

 

 The coefficient of correlation ra,b  is symmetrical in proportion with A and 
B, but the regression coefficients are not symmetrical and, generally, they are 
different from one another. From the formula of contingency coefficient T 
(equation 7), it results that this is symmetrical in proportion with characters A and 
B, and so, we can affirm that for qualitative characters the coefficients of 
heritability ba,b and bb,a are equal. From equation 7 it results that they are also equal 
with the correlation coefficient. We can assimilate the coefficients of correlation 
and of regression with the coefficient of contingency T. 
 The similarity with quantitative characters is not total, because the 
coefficient of contingency only shows "the association" between character A and 
character B. The coefficient of contingency only takes positive values unlike the 
coefficients of correlation and regression can also take negative values. 
 For example for Karakul lambskins: 
  A = density curls  
  B = density curls (but at the parent). 

Table 4 

B 

 1 2 3 

1 200 376 0 

2 54 292 6 

3 1 6 0 
 

 T = 0.1637 
 h2 = 0.3274 
 h2 = 2* T (because we have evaluated the association with one parent). 
 

 According to the method presented above we can calculate also the 
coefficient of genotypic correlation. The method leads to expected, consistent 
results, interdependent of the number of classes or the tally granted to those. 

Genetic correlations 
A summary from literature of important genetic correlations is given in 

Table 5. Published estimates of genetic correlations vary considerably and cover 
almost the entire parameter space. Simple correlations between heritability 
estimates and corresponding genetic correlations in the same population were not 
obtained (owing to the small number of estimates). Such correlations, when they 
are high, could be the effect of selection and the quality and scope of the statistical 
methods used. However, in some individual cases, heritability estimates were 
high/low when corresponding genetic correlations were also high/low. The large 
variation in genetic correlations between the same traits could also be the result of 
the inaccuracy and inconsistency of the subjective scoring methods. 
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Table 5 
Summary of estimates of genetic correlations between important fur traits in 

Karakul lambs, published by various authors* 
 

Trait  

Curl type and hair quality -0.28
and pattern score -0.10 

and hair length 0.35
Pattern score and hair 0.12 

and hair length -0.53 
and hair thickness 0.17 

Hair quality score and hair 0.05 
and hair thickness -0.43 

Hair length and hair 
thickness

-0.23 

 

* Nel (1966), Feddersen (1968), Van Niekerk et al. (1968), Van Niekerk (1972), Greeff et al. 
(1991 a), Schoeman & Albertyn (1992) 

 
Curl type is negatively correlated with hair quality score, supporting the 

observations made by Thompson (1938) and ultimately leading to the 
development of the shallow curl types. Of particular interest is the genetic 
correlation between pattern score and hair quality score, since these are 
economically the most important traits. Pattern score is negatively correlated 
with hair length, so that selection for a higher pattern score would result in hair 
becoming shorter. An improvement in hair quality score will, on the other hand, 
result in longer hair. Selection for shorter hair will therefore result in an 
improvement of pattern score, but with thicker hair. Hair thickness is also 
negatively correlated with hair quality score. In general, despite the positive mean 
correlation between hair quality score and pattern score, there seems to be a 
possible complicated, negative antagonism between these two traits. In general, 
these observations were in accordance with expectations based on the estimated 
genetic correlations. 

According to the method presented above we can calculate also the 
coefficient of genotypic correlation. The method leads to expected, consistent 
results, interdependent of the number of classes or the tally granted to those. 

The coefficient of genotypic correlation 
 A method for estimating the coefficient of genotypic correlation is the 
coefficient of contingency between character A from sons and character B from 
parents. Assimilating the coefficient of genotypic correlation with the coefficient 
of contingency it results the following table of contingency: 
 

  A = brightness  
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  B = resistance and elasticity of curl (at parents). 

Table 6 

B 

 1 2 3 

1 40 8 1 

2 227 84 0 

3 261 193 3 

4 42 61 2 

5 6 3 1 

6 0 3 1 
 

 T = 0,1791 
 rG

a,b =T = 0,1791 
 

Conclusions 
 

 In many traits intermediate values are preferred, e.g. hair length, 
hair thickness and hair quality.  
 For hair quality the preferred value is a combination of silkiness 

with a good lustre and some degree of elasticity, resulting in an outstanding 
hair quality score. 
 The silkiness gives the pelt a pleasant soft touch, while elasticity 

retains the pattern during processing. 
 The breeder must obtain both elastic and silky animals to create 

the desired combination. 
 The heterogeneous matings will always play an important part in 

the Karakul breeding. 
 The methods of specific calculation for the qualitative characters 

proposed for the calculation of heritability and genetic correlations are easy, 
conceptually correct and lead to reproducible results. 
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In lucrare se subliniază importanţa transmiterii variaţiilor de culoare şi a problemelor de 
ameliorare, caracterele importante afectând preţul produselor. Sunt subliniate de 
asemenea acele caractere care au impact în îmbunătăţirea producţiei de pielicele Karakul. 
Din punct de vedere economic, este arătat, după diferiţi autori, că în interiorul diferitelor 
culori, preţul pielicelei este preponderent determinat de: tipul buclajului, punctajul 
modelului, punctajul calităţii fibrei şi lungimea fibrei. Caractere precum grosimea 
pielicelei şi grosimea fibrei sunt de asemenea corelate cu preţul, dar contribuţia lor este 
minimală. In viitor se indică că ponderea relativă pentru punctajul modelului tinde să 
devină mai puţin importantă iar pentru punctajul calităţii fibrei tinde să devină mai 
importantă descreşterea dezvoltării buclei. Proprietăţi precum intensitatea culorii tind să 
devină mai importante la pielicelele colorate. 
Cuvinte cheie: miel, piele, tip buclaj, punctaj model, calitatea părului 
 


